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Abstract

The last few decades have shown increased polarization within the United States political

sphere. The hampered ability of political institutions to enact legislation due to a failure

to cooperate has led to greater political violence, decreasing support for the government,

and increasing anti-democratic rhetoric. I aim, with the aid of Dr. Weber, to explore the

reasoning behind these disturbing changes and seek solutions. After reviewing the subject

of polarization and voting in political science, I propose that it is the authoritarian

attitudes of voters that are driving the negative outcomes. Through the use of 2020

election data and analysis models, I show that this is correlated, though not to the extent I

expected. Lastly, I discuss future prospects of research and possible solutions to our

political woes.



Literature Review

With the conclusion of another presidential election season and whispers of what

is to come for the 2022 midterms, now is as good a time as any to peel back the elements

that go into participation in our American electoral system. Measuring turnout has been a

source of pride for the health of democratic systems and finding reasons for such turnout

to improve future election participation. Such influences have been attributed to media,

weather, economic status, education level, laws, social influence, and psychology. Each

provides great insight into improving how we understand and conduct elections.

Unfortunately, there are influences that contribute to increasing turnout and thus a healthy

democracy, while damaging democracy in other ways. We will discuss the manners in

which to identify contributions to turnout before turning to aspects that we should be

wary of, particularly in regards to polarization and authoritarianism.

Various approaches have been proposed to understand trends in voting. Among

others are econometric approaches advanced by scholars such as Anthony Downs where

voting is modeled as a proximate outcome of several factors: Vote = pb-c. P is the

probability of voting based on the conceived weight of an individual’s vote mattering, B

is the other benefits voters believe they would get out of voting (utility), and C is the

costs associated with voting (missing work or other activities, belief in a vote not being



impactful, registration difficulties, etc). Institutional factors can aid or suppress voting by

maximizing B or C. For B, elections could be holidays, having automatic or same-day

registration, mail-in ballots, having more voting locations with longer voting times, etc.

For C, the opposite of the former would be included, as well as increasing the difficulty

of getting registered, requiring voter IDs. Prominent, now outlawed, voting costs include

practices of literacy tests, poll taxes, and grandfather clauses. Some now propose that

there is another variable to Downs’s equation, D. D is added to the model and represents

factors that are not as physically apparent as B, where the chance of voting is increased

by personally held beliefs of patriotic or civil feeling, social recognition, etc. Other

modes of recognizing how likely voters will turnout include economic models,

psychological approaches, and social models.

The economic model places the likelihood of political participation on the

resources available to voters as well as those who find the benefits they gain through

voting. Such resources that contribute to higher participation in the political process

would be capital, free time, and knowledgeability of the candidates or issues. These are

typically skewed towards those of higher socioeconomic status. These perspective voters

recognize they have something to gain by voting, whether it changes in taxes, regulations,



services, or other such monetary benefits. (Glazer, 2008) (Wang, 2013) (Filer et al, 1993)

(Filer & Kenny 1980)

The psychological approach puts the reason to decide to vote on the mental

perspective of the voter. If the voter believes their vote is consequential, has a patriotic or

civic feeling from voting, identifies greatly with a party, etc, they will be more likely to

participate. (Glazer, 2008) (Wang, 2013) (Fujiwara et al 2016) (Aldrich et al, 2011)

(Darmofal, 2010).

Beyond the economic and personal mental state of citizens' impact on whether or

not voting is worth it, is the social realm. Factors of family, work, school, etc all function

to create political understanding, value, and identity that influence the degree to which a

citizen will participate. Media’s framing of issues and candidates' political rhetoric

influence this realm to shift voters' perspectives and the likelihood of voting. (Franz et al

2008) (Abrams, 2011)

Despite all of these excellent approaches to voting, the context of their application

has shifted as we continue to become more politically polarized here in the United States.

Because of this shift, recent developments in the field of political psychology have made

recognition of political polarization and its effects on our democratic system.

Polarization, the divergence and increasing distance in perspective on issues by both



voters and politicians, has rapidly increased in the last few decades. This has been

spurred by an increased connection of partisan perspectives to individual identity. This

melding has resulted in partisans being less empathetic to those of differentiating opinion

and more party loyalty. We can see these impacts in more straight-ticket voting in

elections, gridlock across federal and state institutions without majorities, anger and even

violence towards those who are seen as opposing party policy, and democratic decay

through a loss of trust in election fairness. Yet polarization has motivated increased

political participation. I argue that such a trajectory is untenable despite the benefit of

increased participation, the heavy social and political burden is too much to allow

continued polarization. Polarization to this degree means that political parties are willing

to accommodate authoritarians. Authoritarians are those who place greater importance on

obedience to the social hierarchy, identified through child-rearing questionnaires, which

we will discuss in our methodology. Because of the stagnation in governmental

institutions, resulting from less cooperative voters and politicians and their polarization,

voters who fall into the authoritarian category may be more inclined to support

anti-democratic actions and rhetoric to spur action. This is innately dangerous to our

system of governance. This paper aims to show such a connection between authoritarians

and anti-democratic perspectives. I hypothesize that authoritarianism should be related to



a decrease in concern for attacks on the freedom of the press, increased support for

political violence, view the 2020 Election as inaccurate, and distrust of the federal

government.

(Glazer, 2008) (Filer et al, 1993) (Darmofal, 2010) (Mason, 2016) (Garrett et al, 2014)

(Levendusky, 2018) (Abramowitz and Webster 2016) (Mason, 2018) Abramowitz and

Saunders, 2008) (Abramowitz and McCoy, 2019), (Abramowitz, 2010) (Fiorina, 2017)

(Huddy et al, 2015) (Levendusky, 2013) (Mason 2015), (Mason, 2018) (Fiorina et al,

2006) (Bertoa and Rama, 2021).

Methodology

We can recognize this democratic decay through the American National Election

Studies (ANES) data (National Science Foundation, University of Michigan, Sandford

University). ANES has been collecting data about US elections since 1948, particularly

data on voters' perspectives. Using voters' answers, we can code and analyze how

authoritarianism, identified in previous studies, impacts the democratic alignment of

voters. Authoritarianism is determined through the use of a questionnaire on child-rearing

practices and this information is used in the analysis (Gray, 2017). What I mean by

“impact the democratic alignment of voters” is that the greater authoritarianism a voter

has, the more likely they are to support radical media personalities and politicians



especially those calling for violence or refusing to work across party lines, participate or

support anti-democratic demonstrations that obstruct voters, harass counters, call for an

end to vote to count, or result in criminal activity, are members of, follow, or show

sympathy for anti-government movements, express no support for cooperative,

cross-party work, show admiration towards authoritative or dictatorial leaders, support or

contribute to the undermining of elections, elected officials, or other democratic

processes. Generally, we can see these acts as endorsements of violence against citizens

or the state, a finding of elections as undemocratic or illegitimate, and finding the state

illegitimate. While these are wide examples, they can and are expressed in ANES data

responses. Examples include:

V201233 How often can you trust the federal government in Washington to do what is

right?

V201236 How many of the people running the government are corrupt?

V201351 In the November 2020 general election, how accurately do you think the votes

will be counted?

V201352 How much do you trust the officials who oversee elections where you live?

For our purposes, we will be analyzing V201376, which asks “How concerned are

you that some people in the government today might want to undermine the news media’s



ability to serve as a check on governmental power?” (Attacks on the Press). We will also

use V201602 “On another topic: How much do you feel it is justified for people to use

violence to pursue their political goals in this country?” (Justified Violence). Question

V201351 “In the November 2020 general election, how accurately do you think the votes

will be counted?” (Accurate Vote). Lastly, question V201233 How often can you trust the

federal government in Washington to do what is right? To prepare these data for the

study, we recoded them in Google Collab. The respondents’ answers are ordered and

categorical, meaning we can utilize an ordered logistic regression statistical model to

determine the relationship between authoritarianism and each question’s anti-democratic

supporters.

Results

The results in the models indicated that authoritarianism is predictive of

anti-democratic activity. This is apparent even after taking into account several

independent variables with authoritarianism. Figure 1, shown below, tells us the

correlation between authoritarianism with party identity (PID), females, minorities, and

Catholics, and Protestants. This means authoritarianism decreases support for all groups,

except Catholics in this instance. Even before predicting authoritarianism’s relationship

to attacks on the press, we can see societal relationships sour in this table



Coefficients Value Std. Error

Authoritarianism -1.11044 0.07033 *

PID -2.33396 0.06749 *

Female -0.12749 0.04372 *

Minority -0.27808 0.05241 *

Catholic 0.04134 0.05664

Protestant -0.09475 0.05351

Figure 1. *t value>2

With regards to the concern of attacks on the press, we can see in Figure 2 that as

the authoritarianism of an individual increase, they are more likely to have less concern

towards such attacks. The error bars indicate the minimum, mean, and maximum

authoritarianism at each side of low to high authoritarianism. Thus authoritarianism is

predictive of an anti-democratic aspect, a lack of concern for the attacks on freedom of

the press.



Figure 2.

Figure 3 are the values and standard error in the independent variables for the

justified violence data. Unlike Figure 1, Figure 3 is less unanimous. Authoritarianism

decreases support for only party identity, Catholics, and Protestants while supporting

females and minorities. We see in Figure 4 that authoritarianism predicts a lower

probability of support for violence to support political goals, though the error ranges of

low and high authoritarianism are more overlapping, meaning it is less deterministic than

regards to concern for attacks on the press. This makes sense, as the coefficients are less

determinate in decreased support from authoritarianism. So while on average



authoritarianism is less comfortable with the use of violence, it is not as predictive as our

previous table. This outcome of authoritarians’ decreased use of violence or support for it

diverges from my assumed relationship of authoritarianism to anti-democratic actions.

This may be due to the incumbent authoritarian President Trump, whose placement in

political power alleviates authoritarians’ desire to counter opposition through force.

Coefficients Value Std. Error

Authoritarianism -0.16069 0.10749

PID -0.51827 0.10369 *

Female 0.03668 0.06951

Minority 0.83784 0.07423 *

Catholic -0.41508 0.09366 *

Protestant -0.65136 0.09639 *

Figure 3. *t value>2



Figure 4

Our next variable is the voters perceived accuracy of the vote for the 2020

Election. Once more, our independent variables are listed in Figure 5, showing decreased

support for PID, females, and minorities, but increased support for Catholics and

Protestants. This outcome shows us that authoritarians were less likely to say the 2020

Election would be counted accurately. This may be because of the rhetoric of the

authoritarian candidate, President Trump espousing a “rigged system.” This aligns with

our prediction of authoritarian’s lesser predictions for expecting an accurate vote count



and future research should be followed up the post-2020 election data responses to this

same question to see if these trends continue.

Coefficients Value Std. Error Column1

Authoritarianism -0.2945 0.06929 *

PID -1.4096 0.0646 *

Female -0.2785 0.04333 *

Minority -0.3657 0.05221 *

Catholic 0.3607 0.05673 *

Protestant 0.4285 0.05285 *

Figure 5. *t value>2



Figure 6

Our final model is in regards to authoritarian’s trust in the federal government.

Figure 7 provides our independent variables and Figure 8 the results. Unlike Figure 1, the

coefficients are unanimous in decreased support from authoritarianism. As we can see,

this outcome is just as predictive as our first model and also follows our hypothesis. The

more authoritarian the voter, the more likely they are to distrust the federal government.

This is by far the most telling variable to authoritarianism’s anti-democratic standing.

Because of the decreased support for all other coefficients and predictively higher



distrust, authoritarians challenge cooperation with fellow citizens and the government,

keys to an otherwise healthy democracy.

Coefficients Value Std. Error

Authoritarianism -0.497 0.07053 *

PID -0.19266 0.06393 *

Female -0.10299 0.04414 *

Minority -0.01992 0.0533

Catholic -0.26539 0.05698 *

Protestant -0.16457 0.05397 *

Figure 7. *t value>2



Figure 8

Recommendations/Conclusion

These models, for the most part, reveal a correlation between authoritarianism and

anti-democratic sentiment. I would recommend further research on predicting

authoritarianism, polarization, and their impacts on democracy. As for remedying this

threat to our system of governance, some possible solutions are available to us. We can

reduce polarization by ending the primary system, instituting ranked-choice voting,

and/or social programs. The primary system operates within a two-party system. This

means that the median voter within a party selects their candidate to face the opposition



median candidate. Since the median candidate continues to shift away from the center,

means of reducing this polarization and increased authoritarianism are needed. One way

to do so is through ranked-choice-voting, where voters select candidates by ranking them,

and candidates with the lowest votes are eliminated until a candidate has a majority.

Having this majority support ensures candidates are more centered compared to

candidates out of primary systems where they can win with a plurality. By having greater

social intersectionality through open discussion programs to educate each other on the

reasons for our views, we can recognize our commonalities in our grievances and goals.
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It is argued that selective exposure, the inclusion of agreeable and exclusion of

disagreeable new media, contributes to polarization. These actions could promote

affective learning (mimicking negative emotions towards out-group) and attitude

rehearsal (increased thoughts about a negatively viewed object makes thoughts

consistent). They find these claims reflected in surveys of Americans and Israelis.

They suggest that highly polarized participants seek out out-group news to

critique, not widen their perspective. They note a high preference for nonpartisan

media and suggest it is beneficial to reverse polarization.

Glazer, A. (2008). Voting to Anger and to Please Others. Public Choice, 134(3/4),

247-254. Retrieved March 9, 2021, from http://www.jstor.org/stable/27698225

From the expressive voting perspective, where a voter recognizes their vote does

not decide the election, they will vote as a form of expressive behavior. The utility

comes from enjoying in-group support for a candidate and the out-groups anger.

This results in higher turnout, roll-off voting, and strategic voting.

Gray, Peter. (2017). Childrearing Beliefs Were Best Predictor of Trump Support.

Psychology Today.
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Huddy, Leonie, Mason, Lilliana, & Aarøe, Lene. (2015). Expressive Partisanship:

Campaign Involvement, Political Emotion, and Partisan Identity. The American

Political Science Review, 109(1), 1-17.
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An expressive model, one that scales partisan identity, is more telling of political

activeness than policy stances, ideological self-placement, and ideological identity

measurements. Increased partisan identity links to greater emotional responses of

party status compared to weaker partisans.

Levendusky, Matthew S. (2018). Americans, Not Partisans: Can Priming American

National Identity Reduce Affective Polarization? The Journal of Politics, 80(1),

59-70.
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Elite polarization drives affective polarization
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Sorting on Social and Issue Polarization. American Journal of Political Science,
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Social and issue polarization are separate from one another, social polarization is

driven by political identity strength and alignment, and political sorting results in

the intensification of partisan bias, activism, and anger.

Mason, Lilliana. (2016). A Cross-Cutting Calm. Public Opinion Quarterly, 80(S1),

351-377.
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Increasing linkage between American partisan and social identities, known as

social sorting, is “increasingly emotionally reactive—and therefore “affectively”

polarized.” This polarization encourages emotions of enthusiasm and anger, most

linked “to drive action, political engagement, and partisan thinking.” Defined as

“crosscutting cleavages” individuals who identify with a party and a group

identity that is in conflict with their party, are less partisan. Mason argues through
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her study, that “American citizens hold both symbolic (social identity–based)

ideologies and operational (issue-based) ideologies,” but reveal differences when

examined on her scale. Americans are found to be angrier at the opposing

candidate, but happier about their candidate, a widening difference since the

1980s. Emotional reactions to party threat/support and issue threat/support are not

found to correlate to issue polarization or the level of partisan identity but by the

level of social sorting. Cross-cutting identities show no anger, while also being

the group disappearing for the American electorate. The loss of these “emotional

breaks” and increased sorting is argued to be harming our ability to discuss issues.

On the other hand, the same sorting that harms us increases political participation.
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The cross-cutting identities in the Democratic and Republican parties increase

intolerance for the out-group and push away compromise for group victory rather

than the national good. This is more easily seen among Republicans due to the

greater homogeneity of the party.

Matthew S. Levendusky. (2013). Why Do Partisan Media Polarize Viewers? American

Journal of Political Science, 57(3), 611-623.
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Partisan media polarize a small, but politically active segment of the American

viewership. This is exacerbated by the motivated reasoning of viewers and the

effects last at least a few days, with cross-cutting media able to polarize or

moderate based on the predisposition of the viewer.
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Turnout is more rationally based but can be more emotional with a charismatic

candidate
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